
WHY CHOOSE TRUE 
FOR FIRE FIGHTERS?  

TRUE is committed to providing equipment for the dedicated 

men and women serving this country. With the high-demand 

of their daily duties, they need equipment to motivate them to 

elevate physical performance and keep them in top shape. 

With the TRUE Palisade Climber, they’ll gain the 

endurance and stamina required in any emergency.

TRUE's Envision II 9" and Envision II 16" consoles 

provide the Firefighter Fitness Test for firefighters to 

prepare for the CPAT test in which they need to be 

able to walk up stairs at a rate of 60 steps per 

minute for 3 minutes total. This test is available 

on the TRUE Palisade Climber and is the perfect 

way to get any firefighter ready to take 

on their duties as a first responder.



FUNCTIONAL TRAINER  
XFT-100 

+ Dual weight stack design

+ Choice of 20 vertical positions 
through a range of 58"

DUAL SIDED HALF RACK  

XFW-8300

+ Optional chin bar, band pegs, core trainer, 
dip station, and center rack catch rails

+ 19 available adjustment points

LEG PRESS  
XFW-7800

+ Premium grade linear bearings 
and high capacity weight carriage 
angled 45 degrees

+ Dual-position pivoting carriage stops

+ 3-position secondary safety stops 
 allow users to adjust range of motion

PALISADE CLIMBER  
VC900

+ One of the deepest steps in the industry 
with 217 square inches per step 

+ AC motor for durability, low noise, 
and smooth motion

+ Step-up assistance with rear steps 
and integrated side pegs, plus 
dipping handrail

+ Double-braking system for extra safety

ALPINE RUNNER  
INCLINE TRAINER  
TI1000

+ Incline range of -3% to 30%

+ Patented Incline System reduces 
motor wear and tear over time

+ Dual brake for reliable workout 
performance and safety 

+ Vertical upper handgrips provide 
 support at highest incline

SMITH MACHINE  

XFW-6800 (Weights not included) 

+ Open frame design and elevated head 
clearance provide easy access and use 
of utility benches

+ 14 position bar catch assembly

+ FACILITY PLANNING  
+ FLEXIBLE SUPPORT  
+ COMPLETE, PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 

SUPPORT  
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